Supplementary Text
The force-sharing between actin cytoskeletal proteins during cell deformation A popular structural model for cells assumes that they have a mostly elastic cortical shell, consisting of the actin cortex and plasma membrane, encapsulating the largely viscous cytoplasm (with organelles). During deformation, the actin cortex bears external loads while the plasma membrane mainly provides the resistance to bending deformation 1, 2 . Besides myosin II and actin, other loadbearing elements include the actin crosslinkers (ACs) and force-transmitting anchoring proteins (Supplementary Fig. 1b) . The ACs organize individual actin filaments into structures such as bundles and meshwork 3, 4 , whose relative abundance is determined, in part, by the relative concentrations of two classes of ACs 5 . Anchoring proteins then bridge the actin cortex to the plasma membrane. Finally, the mechanical properties of the actin cortex depend on the force-dependent affinities of all of these proteins for F-actin and their concentrations 6, 7 . Two kinds of experimental evidence support this idea. First, the deletion or depletion of different ACs reduced the cortical tension to different degrees as compared to that of WT cells (Supplementary Fig. 1c) . Additionally, depletion of ACs in myoII null cells further reduced cortical tension as compared to myoII null alone 8 . Second, the viscoelastic moduli of both cells and artificially assembled actin gels measured by particle tracking methods increased with higher concentrations of ACs across a wide force range 3, [6] [7] [8] [9] . To further illustrate how force is transmitted and shared at the cellular level, it is useful to recognize the relationships between the proteins in the cytoskeleton-membrane composite (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Myosin II and actin crosslinkers act somewhat in parallel with each other as they constitute the cortical network, which acts in series with the anchoring proteins that link the meshwork to the plasma membrane.
Superposition of the contribution of cytoskeleton proteins to the mechanical properties of cells
The localization of the actin cytoskeletal proteins was assessed using live cell imaging of cells expressing FP-fusion proteins (Supplementary Fig. 1a; Supplementary Table 1 ). These proteins are enriched in the actin cortex next to the plasma membrane but depleted in the cytoplasm. The Young's modulus or the stiffness of the cells is the summation of the contributions from all cytoskeletal proteins, and the reduction of any cytoskeletal protein concentration generally leads to reduced cell stiffness.
Cortical tension measured by micropipette aspiration is usually considered an equivalent physical parameter of the cell. A schematic graph of the molecular structure of an aspirated cell is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1b . The reduction of cortical tension compared to WT cells due to the deletion of myosin II and ACs is shown in Supplementary Fig. 1c . Comparison of the cortical tension between WT and myosin II null indicates that myosin II contributes 10~20% to the cortical tension. In racE null cells, multiple ACs, such as coronin and dynacortin, are inactivated and the cortical tension is only 1/3 of that of WT cells.
Myosin II does not affect many cytoskeletal proteins in the micropipette
Importantly, myosin II did not have an effect on the mechanosensitive accumulation of many cytoskeletal proteins ( Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 6 ), including two anchoring proteins, myosin I (a PH-domain-containing protein) and enlazin (a FERM-domain-containing protein). The proteins involved in adhesion also did not show much accumulation, indicating that the so-called "inside-out" signaling found in focal adhesion proteins was not prominent at the cortex during micropipette aspiration.
Although probes for actin, GFP-actin, LimEΔcoil, and Lifeact-mRFP, displayed transient accumulation in WT cells (Supplementary Movie S2 and 3), they did not show accumulation in myosin II null cells, implying that actin accumulation itself is not mechanosensitive. Actin's transient accumulation in WT cells is probably a result of waves that have been observed in various Dictyostelium mutants [10] [11] [12] . Other probes for the molecules that act upstream of actin polymerization, including cofilin, HSPC300 (a SCAR subunit), p41-Arc (an Arp2/3 complex subunit), small GTPases and regulators of phosphatidylinositol phosphates, similarly did not accumulate due to cortical deformation, and most were insensitive to the presence of myosin II ( Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 6 ). However, a few proteins such as cofilin appeared to be depleted from the cortex of myoII null cells in response to mechanical stress ( Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Finally, a general transmembrane protein, the cAMP-receptor car1, also showed no force-induced accumulation ( Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 6 ).
Coarse-grained molecular mechanics model (Fig. 3a,b) The cell membrane and the underlying actin cortex may be considered a membrane-cortex composite. The cell membrane, composed of a lipid bilayer, contributes to the bending rigidity 1 while the actin cortex, with a thickness ranging from a few hundred nanometers to one micron, dominates the in-plane stretch modulus of the composite. The cortical actin network includes actin, ACs, and myosin
II.
The actin filaments are nearly undeformable when their lengths are below 500 nm 13 . Therefore, at low force regimes, most of the deformations occur at the binding interface between ACs and actin filaments although the ACs and myosin II themselves are deformable at relatively high force regimes.
From single molecule measurements, it is known that the binding of ACs and myosin II to actin filaments is force-dependent 14 : some binding life-times increase with force while others may decrease with force. Thus, the microstructures and corresponding mechanical properties of the membrane-cortex composite are mainly governed by the force-dependent binding affinities of actin binding proteins.
The whole membrane-cortex composite can be discretized into inter-connected triangle elements where the average length of sides of the triangles is an indicator of the mesh size of the actin cytoskeleton model (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). The nodes of these triangles represent the crosslinking positions and the triangles mimic the meshes in the actin network. As Discher et al. 
where is the bending modulus, is the angle between the surface normal to the elements i and j, and is the reference value of at equilibrium. The in-plane free energy has the form .
The first term is the worm-like-chain energy due to the intermolecular and intramolecular deformations of actin cytoskeletal proteins associated with edge, . The second term is the energy due to the dilation/shrinking of individual mesh of area with initial value and a dilation modulus,
. Specifically, the force in the worm-like-chain model is
where is the Boltzmann constant, is the temperature, is the number of functional ACs between two connected nodes, is the maximum length of edge , and is the average persistence length of the ACs. Here, the deformation of actin filaments is neglected because they are too rigid to deform since their length is much shorter (about 100 nm in Dictyostelium cells 
where is the global volume modulus and and are the total volume of the cell and its corresponding equilibrium value, respectively. Note that there are two terms associated with area change. The area change term in Eq. S3 comes from a local perspective, i.e., short-range propagation of elastic deformation in individual mesh; in contrast, the area terms in Eq. S5 come from a global perspective, namely, the long-range feedback of the deformation in the whole actin network.
We used a surface mesh with 10,000 nodes and 19,996 triangles representing a sphere of radius 5 μm (the size of a Dictyostelium cell). The resultant edges are, on average, 70 nm long, which is close the average length of F-actin in Dictyostelium cells 8 . For Eq. S4, the average persistence length of ACs is on the order of 40 nm as measured experimentally 15, 16 . The average number of ACs, n, is assumed to 
where is the damping coefficient, is the mass, is localized external force, is the contractile force-dipole due to myosin II pulling, and is zero-mean Gaussian noise. satisfies and where is the delta function. Here, the term has the value of , where is the viscosity of the cytoplasm, for which the relevant value is ~300 Pa•s for Dictyostelium cells 18, 19 , is the average size of the ACs, which is ~30 nm 20, 21 , and is a function of the local myosin II concentration.
The initial configuration of the system was obtained by thermal annealing at room temperature until the fluctuation of the system energy was less than 10 second time-step, according to Eq. S7. Meanwhile, was set to 0 since the experimentally observed local accumulation of myosin II did not happen in this moment and the isotropic coarsegrained myosin contraction at basal level was already grouped into . The 20-second simulation was long enough to relax the system to its equilibrium state.
The process described above was performed for three lengths of micropipette aspiration: L=2R p , 3R p, and 4R p , where R p is the radius of the micropipette. For each case, the area dilation of each node was calculated through averaging of the area dilation of the triangles with which the node of interest is associated. Similarly, the angle change of each node was determined. The area dilation and angle change along the axis of symmetry of the pipette (Supplementary Fig. 8b , c) were evaluated by averaging the corresponding values of the nodes that have the same coordinate on the axis. The contour plots of the deformations on the cell surface ( Supplementary Fig. 8d , e) were created using the software Tecplot (www.tecplot.com). The maximum dilation deformation occurred in the tip region while the maximum shear deformation was in the neck region of the aspirated cells.
The deformation fields for compressed cells were calculated in a similar manner after the triangle mesh was mapped to a pancake shape while maintaining volume conservation. Unlike the micropipette case, for a compressed cell, the maximum dilation and the maximum shear almost coincided with each other while the dilation deformation had a sharper gradient (Supplementary Fig. 11a ).
Myosin II is sensitive to dilation deformation
The functional unit of myosin II is the bipolar thick filament (BTF) (Supplementary Fig. 12 ).
In Dictyostelium cells, BTFs are typically ~200-400 nm in length 22, 23 . Myosin II heads extend out from the two opposite ends and bind to actin filaments with opposite orientations. Using the energy from ATP hydrolysis, myosin heads pull the actin filament towards its plus end. Myosin II pulling is most effective when the motors interact with two anchored antiparallel actin filaments, which conversely lock the motor heads in their isomeric state, increasing their binding lifetimes on F-actin. Any deviations from antiparallel orientation reduce the mechanical power generated by the myosin II heads 24 and therefore the increase of binding lifetimes is reduced. During dilation deformation, the distance between two adjacent crosslinking points in the actin network increases through displacement between two nearby antiparallel actin filaments. This displacement raises the tension along the actin filaments, helps the motor heads to be locked and thus enhances their F-actin binding affinities. On the other hand, shear deformation associated with the angle change between actin filaments does not promote locking of the motor heads in the isomeric state and therefore leads to a smaller effect on the actin-binding affinity of myosin II. Therefore, myosin II is mostly sensitive to dilation, which is provided by the displacement of two antiparallel actin filaments ( Fig. 3e; Fig. 4c ).
In cells, the BTFs undergo constant assembly and disassembly. This turnover dynamics can be described by a force-dependent myosin II BTF assembly/disassembly scheme that is able to quantitatively account for the accumulation of local myosin II at the cellular level ( Supplementary Fig.   12 and Ref. 25 ). This model was used to account for the two lines in Fig. 1d corresponding to different values of ζ. In the first case, all the applied stress (ζ=1) was used to simulate myosin II accumulation. In the second case, only one seventh of the applied stress (ζ =1/7) was used to calculate the corresponding myosin II accumulation, which was lower.
Model of force-dependent crosslinking mechanism of dimerized α-actinin in response to dilation (Fig. 3d,f) The functional unit of some ACs, such as α-actinin, is a dimer, and the two ends of the dimer have equivalent actin binding domains. The binding of the dimers can be visualized as a two-step process that is sensitive to dilation ( Supplementary Fig. 12a, b) . In the first step, one end of the freely diffusing AC dimer binds to an actin filament in a nearby region while the other end still moves freely without binding to anything. Once the first step finishes, the AC dimer and the actin filament form a complex whose diffusivity is much reduced (as compared to the freely diffusing unattached AC) due to tethering of the AC to the actin network. Consequently, fast motion of the other end is restricted to a 3D sphere whose radius is determined by the length of the dimer. In the second step, the free end of the dimer searches for an available actin filament in this spherical volume and binds to it. Similarly, the diffusivity of the final complex consisting one AC dimer and two actin filaments is also very small. This two-step binding reaction can be written as
, where Cr, F 1 and F 2 represent the crosslinker, the actin filament in step one and the actin filament in step two, respectively, and square brackets denote concentrations. The reaction-diffusion equations corresponding to this
where D We assumed that each α-actinin can reach ~2 possible binding sites on the actin filament, raising the effective concentration to ~8-10 µM. Significantly, sensitivity analysis (not shown) confirmed that this is the effective concentration range for which simulations recapitulate the experimental data.
To account for the observed accumulations of α-actinin during micropipette aspiration, we considered several bond-types, including 1) force-independent bond, 2) slip-bond, 3) catch-bond, 4) structural cooperativity due to force-induced local reorganization of actin filaments, and 5) catch-slip transition.
For the different force-dependent behaviors, we assumed that is the only force-dependent parameter since the AC dimers can feel the force in the actin network only when both ends are bound to F-actin. Although could, in principle, also be force-dependent, there is no reported experimental evidence to support this. More specifically, this force-dependency has the form of , where is zero-force off-rate, is the force applied on the AC dimer
is the phenomenological bond length in a Bell-type model 26 . Based on the strain field calculation from the coarse-grained simulation ( Fig. 3a; Supplementary Fig. 8 ), we assumed the force changes gradually as a function of the azimuth angle θ. The simulation results based on simple catch-bond produce an accumulation pattern that is in good agreement with the experimental observation (Supplementary Fig. 13d; Fig. 3d ). The simulations based on different bond models (catch-bond, slip-bond and force-independent bond) suggest that the catch-bond, but not forceindependent or slip-bond, model is able to reproduce the accumulation kinetics measured experimentally (Supplementary Fig. 13e; Fig. 3g ). Sensitivity analysis of narrowed down the range of its value for the catch-bond model (Supplementary Fig. 13f ). Different forces from 40 to 100 pN do not affect the accumulation significantly ( Supplementary Fig. 13g ).
In considering structural cooperativity, we hypothesized that in response to force, neighboring parallel actin filaments undergo translation and rotation such that the distance between these filaments favors more efficient binding of α-actinin thereby affecting the on-rate. More specifically,
, where is the azimuth angle in the tip region. In the absence of force-dependent mechanisms, the structural cooperativity in the region of the cell experiencing dilation is sufficient to generate local accumulation of α-actinin, reproducing the experimental observations ( Supplementary Fig. 14) . However, at a molecular level, it is unclear how dilation strain, but not shear strain, would lead to the structural cooperativity.
Finally, the catch-slip transition is a more complete model that covers multiple force-dependent behaviors. In this model, we adopt the formula proposed by Pereverzev et al. [27] [28] [29] : ,
where the superscripts and subscripts c and s represent the catch-bond and slip-bond, respectively. Here, the values for the catch-bond pathway ( and ) remain the same as in the simple catch-bond model. The values for the slip-bond pathway ( and ) are calculated from the ratios and used for muscle myosin II 28 or L/P selectin 27 . Equation S10 allows to increase with the force f in the low force regime and decrease in high force regime (Supplementary Fig. 15a ). The simulated accumulation of α-actinin in the force range of 0 to 100 pN also displayed a rise-fall transition (Supplementary Fig. 15b ). The maximum accumulation occurred at f≈50 pN where the kinetics using the ratios from muscle myosin II resembled more closely the experimental observations Fig. 15c) . Nevertheless, the catch-slip transition model is more general than the catch and slip models alone.
In summary, both the catch-bond and the structural cooperativity models were able to reproduce the experimentally observed accumulation of α-actinin in the micropipette. However, the molecular basis for which dilation, but not shear deformation, would induce structural cooperativity is not clear.
The catch-slip transition model is a more general treatment that accounts for larger force ranges.
Force-dependent crosslinking mechanism of dimerized filamin in response to shear (Fig. 3d,g) The kinetics of filamin accumulation measured experimentally ( Fig. 3g; Supplementary Fig. 10) show two important features: 1) a flat initial stage lasting for about 5 seconds; followed by 2) continuous acceleration afterwards. Since the hyperbolic kinetics observed in the binding mechanism of α-actinin are different from those of filamin, the binding mechanism of filamin must also be different from those of α-actinin ( Fig. 2c; Fig. 3f, g; Supplementary Fig. 10 ). Moreover, the accelerated accumulation seen indicates the possibility of cooperativity.
Like α-actinin, filamin also forms dimers and undergoes two-step binding reactions during crosslinking (Supplementary Fig. 16a ). However, unlike the parallel actin bundles crosslinked by α-actinin, filamin forms an actin meshwork in which the orientation of two crosslinked actin filaments may be at non-zero angles. In the absence of shear deformation, the four angles associated with one crosslinking point of two crosslinked actin filaments are about 90 o due to the four-fold rotational symmetry. After shearing, two angles become larger and two become smaller (the corresponding binding sites are defined as α and β sites, respectively; Supplementary Fig. 16b ). Based on single molecule measurements 14 , the different angles at α and β sites are expected to lead to different off-rates for filamin from F-actin. These two different binding affinities only exist when the two filamin monomers within a dimer are bound to F-actin at the same time, i.e., in the second step of binding reactions (Supplementary Fig. 16a) . Otherwise, the filamin dimer does not feel the force and forceinduced affinity change does not occur. Using Cr, F 1 and F 2 to represent the crosslinker, the actin filament in the first step and the actin filament in the second step, respectively, the corresponding reaction-diffusion equations for filamin are written as (S11) Once again, we considered a number of cases to account for the observed accumulations of filamin in response to shear strain: 1) force-independent bond, 2) slip-bond, 3) catch-bond; 4) catchbond mechanism plus the structural cooperativity due to force-induced local reorganization of actin filaments; and 5) catch-slip transition plus the structural cooperativity.
For different force-dependent behaviors, again we used the form . The values of the parameters can be found in Supplementary Table 3 . After applying a force-profile in the tip region with catch-bond assumption, we observed a hyperbolic curve for filamin accumulation (Supplementary Fig. 16e ) that is different from the experimental observations. This indicates that catch-bond alone does not give rise to the accelerated accumulation found in the experiments.
Simulations of slip-bond and force-independent models failed to display any accumulation (not shown).
Based on the binding kinetics of myosin II and cofilin to F-actin in in vitro assays 30, 31 , it is known that accelerated binding usually comes from cooperative interactions at the molecular level.
For the fourth case, in addition to the Bell-type catch-bond formula for , we incorporated structural cooperativity into : 
where is the on-rate of the second step without cooperativity, χ is the cooperativity index and is the azimuth angle in the tip region (Supplementary Fig. 16c ). The rationale for the cooperativity is that when a CrF 1 F 2 complex forms, it creates two non-parallel actin filaments with four V-shape binding sites for filamins (illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 16a ). These four V-shape binding sites may allow more than four filamins to bind simultaneously because filamin dimers at the same binding site may stagger themselves with small relative displacements while maintaining their V-shape. Therefore, the formation of one As shown in Supplementary Fig. 16f , the cooperativity index χ was determined by sensitivity analysis when both structural cooperativity and catch-bond were considered. If a difference of exists for α and β sites, the agreement between simulation and experiment improves ( Supplementary   Fig. 16g) . However, the model of structural cooperativity alone did not produce filamin accumulation kinetics observed experimentally (Supplementary Table 3 ; Supplementary Fig. 16h ). Fig. 17a,   b) . The simulated accumulation of filamin in this force range displayed an increase-decrease transition with the peak located at about 90 pN (Supplementary Fig. 17c ). The kinetics of accumulation at f=90 pN indicate that the ratios of and used for muscle myosin II are suitable for filamin ( Supplementary Fig. 17d ).
Overall, to reproduce the experimentally-observed filamin accumulation in the micropipette, a minimal model must consider both catch-bond and structural cooperativity. By themselves, neither model reproduced the experimental observations. The catch-slip transition model is a more complete treatment that accounts for broader force ranges, including those not accessible in these experiments presented here.
Estimate of the molecular forces during cellular deformation
The applied pressure in this study is on the order of 1 nN/μm 2 , and the cellular extension in the pipette is around a few μm. However, the physiological force on each protein is usually smaller than 100 pN and the maximum extension of each protein is usually a few tens of nm. To use the molecular mechanisms to quantitatively interpret the force-induced protein accumulation at the cellular level, it is necessary to link the cellular forces and deformations to those that individual proteins experience at the molecular level.
In experiments, the cell length L in the pipette increases up to 10 μm, equivalent to 4R p . Based on the deformations calculated by the coarse-grained molecular mechanics model, the area change corresponding to L=4R p is about 100% in the tip region of deformed cells, i.e., the area dilation is about two fold. This results in an edge-stretch ratio , where is the initial edge length and is the change of the edge length. If is 70 nm, then the resulting deformation, , is ~30 nm.
On the other hand, when L=4R p , the angle change associated with the shear deformation in the neck region of deformed cells is . . This extension is also close to the edge length change, . Additionally, the intra-molecular deformations can also occur by rigid rotation between domains in the same molecule, for example, the rotation between the two monomers within the same filamin dimer. Since the half-length of the Dictyostelium filamin dimer is ~25 nm, the end-to-end distance change of filamin is around +10.8 nm at α sites and is close to 16.2 nm at β sites when the angles have a change, , of 45˚ with respect to its initial angle 90˚. The force associated with angle change is usually a product of the bending modulus of the molecule and the angle change value. So far, there has been no measured value for the bending modulus of a filamin dimer. Therefore, the reported values are based on either estimation or simulations: the bending moduli being used in some computational research are in the range of 100 to 1000 k B T 17, 33 , which leads to a force of a few hundred pN. In contrast, molecular dynamics simulations from other researchers also demonstrated that a pair of forces about 5 pN at the two ends of Dictyostelium filamin is large enough to cause significant angle change 33 .
Based on the published values 14 and the above discussion, we used 40 pN and 60 pN for the parameter in the Bell-type off-rates for α-actinin (Supplementary Table 2 ) and filamin (Supplementary Table 3) , respectively, to account for the force-dependency in their binding affinities.
These forces roughly result in 10-fold changes in . Nevertheless, the simulations with catch-slip transition (Supplementary Tables 2, 3 ; Supplementary Figs. 15, 17) provide insight into how the accumulations change over a wider force range.
Simulation of the accumulations of cytoskeletal proteins (Fig. 1d, 3d-g) The accumulation of myosin II, α-actinin and filamin were simulated by solving the corresponding reaction-diffusion equations in a 3D-aspirated cell shape using COMSOL Multiphysics (Burlington, MA) ( Supplementary Fig. 13-17) . In the simulations, the cell diameter is 10 μm, and the pipette radius is 2.5 μm. The reaction-diffusion equations for myosin II are based on the BTF assembly scheme of myosin II, which was described in detail previously 25 . The reaction-diffusion equations for α-actinin and filamin are listed above in Eq. S8 and Eq. S11, respectively, and the corresponding values of the parameters are summarized in Supplementary Tables 2 and 3 . The input force-profiles for dilation and shear strains are based on the coarse-grained simulations ( Fig. 3a; Supplementary Fig. 8 ),
and the estimations of molecular force are described in the previous sections. The force-profile for dilation sensitivity is where defines the azimuth angle in the tip region, and is 40 pN for α-actinin (Supplementary Fig. 13c ). The force-profile for shear sensitivity is for the tip region and for the neck region (Supplementary Fig. 16c ). is 60 pN for filamin. Reasonable values of for both α-actinin and filamin were found by sensitivity analysis to identify the values that provided good agreement between simulations and experiments (Supplementary Fig. 13f ; Supplementary Fig. 16f ). The measured diffusion coefficient of α-actinin in solution is ~30 μm Considering the diffusion coefficient of GFP is 3-fold slower in Dictyostelium cells than that in solution 35 , we set the cellular diffusion coefficient of α-actinin to be 10 μm Outside the cortical region, we set
The simulation results of α-actinin and filamin for different mechanisms are provided ( Fig. 3; Supplementary Fig. 13-17 ).
Model for cell retraction due to accumulations of cytoskeletal proteins in the tip region (Fig. 4a,b) The cytoskeleton-membrane composite is a viscoelastic material. In general, we describe this using a one-dimensional viscoelastic model (Supplementary Fig. 19a ) consisting of a Voigt element (with elastic spring constant k 1 and viscosity η 1 in parallel) in series with a Maxwell element (with elastic spring constant k 2 and viscosity η 2 in series), in which case the position of the tip is given by:
where σ total is the stress acting on the viscoelastic material. To obtain the length of cell inside the pipette requires the parameters of the viscoelastic model (k 1 , η 1 , k 2 , η 2 ) as well as the total stress acting on the cell.
The viscoelastic parameters can be obtained during creep tests, in which a constant aspiration stress is applied at time 0. In this time scale, σ total = P app , for t ≥ 0 and the length simplifies to: Table 4) .
Our experiments and simulations of cell retraction (Fig. 4a,b and Supplementary Fig. S18 ) take place over a considerably longer time scale (~100-250 s vs. 20-30 s) than the creep experiments. In this time scale, the viscous (η 2 ) properties dominate the elastic (k 2 ) component in the Maxwell model. Thus, the simulations for the filamin null, α-actinin null and dynacortin-hp cells use the model
For racE null cells, the elastic-Voigt model obtained in the creep experiments is appropriate.
For the cell retraction simulations, we also require a measure of the total stress acting on the cell:
The four components on the right-hand side refer to the applied pressure from the micropipette, the stress exerted by the accumulated myosin and cross-linkers, and the cortical tension outside the pipette, respectively. The cortical tension measurements show that the contribution of the membrane is much smaller and hence is neglected in this study (Supplementary Fig. 1c ).
To compute the contractile pressure due to accumulated myosin, we take the fluorescence intensity measured at the tip, I myo (t), and normalize this for volume using a factor (I 0 =0.82) determined empirically by measuring soluble GFP 36 . We multiply this ratio by the concentration of myosin II in the cell (3.4 μM
37
) and use this as the concentration of myosin II at the aspirated tip. This value is then converted into a stress. To this end we take this concentration and compute the number of myosin II molecules per unit area by multiplying by the thickness of the cortex, assumed to be 0.5 μm and by Avogadro's number (N A ). We multiply this by the fraction of myosin II in BTF form (k BTF ; between 20-60%, as reported previously 38 ), and by two to account for the number of heads in a myosin II motor.
Finally, we multiply by the force per head (4 pN) 39, 40 , and by the duty ratio (within 10-fold of its zeroforce value; i.e., between 0.006 and 0.06 37 ). Thus, a measured intensity I myo (t) is converted to a contractile stress according to the following formula:
Note that this stress is contractile and thus works against the applied micropipette pressure, hence the negative sign in Equation S16 above.
To compute the passive pressures due to the accumulation of the active crosslinkers, we use the formula for Laplace pressure: σ cross =2γ cross /R p , where R p is the radius of the pipette (assumed to be 2 μm) .
As observed in experiments, ACs, such as cortexillin I, α-actinin, and dynacortin, exhibit different levels of accumulation in the tip region over time. We define:
The term  cross 0 is the crosslinker contribution in the absence of force, Δγ is the change of cortical tension due to accumulation of crosslinkers (assumed to be 0.3 nN/μm based on cortexillin I's contribution to cortical tension since cortexillin I accumulates along with myosin II 36 ), and I cross (t) is the fluorescence intensity of accumulated crosslinkers.
Finally, we include the passive cortical tension (at the other end of the cell):
where R c is the radius of the cell outside the pipette (assumed to be 5.0 μm) . Parameter values used for filamin null, α-actinin null, dynacortin-hp and racE null cells are listed in Supplementary Table 5 .
It is worth pointing out that the retractions we studied are due to myosin II accumulation, unlike the ones associated with blebbing 41 , which is the process of the rupture and healing of the linkages between actin cortex and plasma membrane. In comparison to the study of bleb-associated retractions which uses a viscoelastic model similar to ours (Eq. S15) 42 , we used measured myosin II signals rather than constant contractile stresses. Parameters for simulations using force-dependent mechanisms ( Fig. 3d,f Parameters for simulations using force-dependency; no cooperativity ( Fig. 3d,g Parameters for simulations using structural cooperativity (Sup. Fig. 16f-h ) χ 9-13 estimated Parameters for simulations using catch-slip transition mechanism (Sup. Fig. 17) (α sites) 0.61 s Fig. 19) 38 .
The immobile fraction appears to reflect the BTF fraction. Fig. 2c . b, Dot plots of all data for each strain and pressure are shown. Myosin II accumulation in the anchoring protein deletion mutants (cortexillin I null, enlazin-hp, myosin I DEF null and pten null) remained low across the entire pressure region. Figure 5 . Force sharing and the mechanosensory response. a, In this cartoon, force applied at the tip of the aspirated cell is transmitted through the membrane, membrane-anchoring and cortical (myosin II and crosslinkers) proteins. In this composite meshwork, the membrane-anchoring proteins act in series with the cortical proteins. b, Applied stresses (grey) must be transmitted through the membrane to the cortex (yellow) where they are shared by myosin II (green) and the other crosslinking proteins (red). c, This stress leads to a mechanosensory accumulation of myosin II at the tip. d, The effect of reducing/deleting some crosslinkers is to increase the amount of applied stress borne by myosin II, leading to greater accumulation at the tip. e, Reducing/deleting some of the anchoring proteins leads to lower accumulation, consistent with the view that the stress transmitted to the cortex is reduced. Further indicating a weakening in the membrane-cortex linkage, mutants deficient in anchoring proteins often form blebs at high applied pressures. Thus, the level of stress transmitted to the cortex is reduced, especially at these higher pressure regimes. 
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